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Abstract: Cell manipulation is one of the most impactful applications for optical tweezers, 
and derived from this promise, we demonstrate a new optical tweezers system for the study of 
cell adhesion and organization. This method utilizes photonic-crystal-enhanced optical 
tweezers to manipulate cells with low laser intensities. By doing so, it enables effective cell 
patterning and culturing within the conditions necessary for successful differentiation and 
colony formation of human pluripotent stem cells. To this end, the biocompatibility of 
plasma-treated parylene-C for cell culturing was studied, and a thorough characterization of 
cellular interactive forces was performed using this system. Furthermore, this study also 
demonstrates construction of patterned cell arrays at arbitrary positions with micrometer-scale 
precision. 
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement 
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1. Introduction 

Cellular spatial patterning and geometrical confinement are postulated as important factors in 
tissue development and disease [1, 2]. To study these factors, cell cultures can provide a 
useful model system; however, we are still limited in our ability to position cells with specific 
geometries in culture, particularly at the single-cell level. Accompanying this need for 
position control, we also have not yet developed accurate methodologies to measure and 
characterize the forces arising between individual cells that establish geometrical separation. 

The forces between individual cells are directly applied to cellular interaction and 
junctional formation. For example, the foot processes of the podocytes are linked together by 
a specialized junction that is significant in filtering small molecules such as water and salts in 
the blood [3–5]. The podocalyxin proteins on the cell membrane are strongly negatively 
charged, and this is hypothesized to be the primary factor in junction formation [6]. There are 
many technologies developed to measure the attachment or adhesive forces of cells, including 
atomic force microscope (AFM), magnetic tweezers, culture force monitor (CFM), and so on 
[7–13]. These methods are used to characterize single ligand-receptor systems through their 
energy landscape and kinetic parameters. Micropipette techniques [14, 15] were used to test 
adhesion of reconstituted model systems such as giant vesicles [16]; together with 
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microplates, they were used to study the mechanical and adhesive properties of single cells on 
substrates [17] or to study cell-cell adhesion at single-cell and single-molecular levels [18]. 
However, these methods are not compatible with either repulsive force measurement or cell 
patterning at the single-cell level. 

Optical tweezers, a widely utilized non-invasive tool for particle manipulation in 
biological applications, is a promising candidate for arbitrarily and precisely patterning cells. 
Because optical tweezers feature small trapping forces with high resolution, they are also a 
useful instrument to characterize force and to probe the viscoelastic properties of cells [19, 
20], nanoparticles and DNA strands [21]. However, conventional optical tweezers require 
high-intensity laser beams to generate sufficient optical trapping forces, and resultant 
photodamage to cells limits measurement duration and its application [22]. To address this 
shortcoming, methods have been developed to minimize photothermal damage and increase 
trapping efficiency [23–26]. Specifically, we have achieved high trapping efficiency studies 
with a photonic-crystal platform using NIH-3T3 mammalian fibroblast, yeast and E. coli cells 
[27]. This technology inherits the versatility from conventional optical tweezers and improves 
trapping-force efficiency on the photonic-crystal substrate without compromising cell 
viability. 

Human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) are specialized epithelial cells of the early embryo, 
which can differentiate into any cell type in the body. hPSCs include both embryonic stem 
(ES) cells derived from embryos, and induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells derived from adult 
cells that have been reprogrammed into an ES cell like-state [28, 29]. hPSCs are of great 
interest owing to their potential for regenerative cell therapeutics and models of human 
biology. The ability to position hPSCs with optical tweezers could be a powerful technique 
for understanding and controlling such cells and their differentiated descendants. However, 
successful culture of hPSCs currently requires adhesive surfaces that conflict with the 
implementation of traditional optical tweezers. In this work, we propose and demonstrate a 
photonic-crystal optical tweezers system for the study of cellular interaction forces and for 
patterned colony formation of hPSCs. 

2. Methods

We introduce a technique that allows direct manipulation of hPSCs in their culture media 
(mTeSR1), thereby enabling characterization of cellular interactions and colony formation 
through customized patterns at the single-cell level. We apply biocompatible, oxygen-plasma 
treated parylene-C to the tissue culture surface while simultaneously enabling manipulation of 
hPSCs with photonic-crystal-enhanced optical tweezers, as shown in Fig. 1. The 
perpendicularly incident laser on the photonic crystal in Fig. 1a generates an enhanced optical 
trap above the substrate and reduces photodamage to cells [27]. The photonic-crystal 
substrate is placed on a thermoelectric heater that can be used to adjust the temperature. 

Parylene-C, which is traditionally used to coat implantable devices, has emerged as a 
promising material in the fabrication of miniaturized devices due to its unique mechanical 
properties and inertness. Although parylene-C coated on the photonic crystal is initially 
hydrophobic, oxygen plasma treatment of the film provides hydrophilicity and a higher 
degree of nanoscale surface roughness that enables cell culture comparable to standard tissue 
culture substrates [30]. A hydrophilic surface improves cell adhesion, which requires higher 
laser power to manipulate cells plated on the parylene-C surface. Therefore, its surface 
properties can be engineered by the plasma-treatment power and adjusted to accommodate 
different applications for cellular-organization studies. In fact, the hydrophobic parylene-C 
surface without any oxygen-plasma treatment can provide a frictionless platform to study 
intercellular forces. 

All optical manipulations can be performed under a loosely focused low-intensity laser 
beam through a 20x objective lens (N.A. = 0.22). Figure 1b shows a sequence of optical 
manipulation images of a single hPSC on a hydrophobic parylene film (see also Visualization 1
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in Supplementary Materials). The red arrow indicates the trapped cell, and the white arrows 
designate the reference cells. The trapped cell stays fixed in its position, while the other cells 
move with the stage/substrate first downward, then toward the left until the trapped cell 
arrives at the bottom-right corner of the rectangular pattern. Throughout this process, the 
trapped cell experiences little friction due to the hydrophobic parylene surface. Conversely, 
the hydrophilic parylene-C film supports cellular colonization after patterning with the 
disadvantage of increased adhesion during trapping, which reveals guiding principles and 
trade-offs for hPSC colony formation at the single-cell level. This contrasts with a recent 
technique that uses geometrical confinement in micro-patterned cultures to measure cellular 
differentiation [1], which cannot avoid randomness in the number of cells and spacing among 
cells in a colony and leaves uncertainty in the study of cellular signaling during 
differentiation. Figure 1(c) shows a positive correlation between the oxygen-plasma power 
and hydrophilicity, measured by observance of the contact angle for a deionized water droplet 
on the surface. The inset images depict water droplets on parylene-C surfaces treated with 
various plasma powers. 

Fig. 1. Manipulation of hPSCs with a parylene-C assisted photonic-crystal optical tweezers 
system. (a) Schematic drawing of the photonic-crystal optical tweezers setup: a single-mode 
Nd:YVO4 laser is incident on the photonic crystal perpendicularly, which improves trapping 
efficiency by diffraction. The parylene-C film on the substrate provides a biocompatible 
surface for cell culture, and the culture temperature is controlled by a thermoelectric heater 
seated beneath the substrate. (b) Cell movement on a hydrophobic parylene-C film using a 
low-intensity laser beam focused by a 20x objective lens (N.A. = 0.22). Four cells are dragged 
into a rectangular pattern by optical tweezers, and the movement of one cell is indicated by the 
relative distances between the reference cells (white arrows) and the trapped cell (red arrow), 
which was positioned in the corner of the rectangular pattern. (c) Relationship between 
plasma-treatment power and hydrophilicity of the parylene-C surface. The hydrophilicity is 
described by the contact angle of a deionized water droplet on the surface. The inset pictures 
show the droplets on parylene-C surfaces treated with different plasma powers for 30 seconds: 
15 W, 20 W, 25 W, and 40 W, respectively. 
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3. Results

3.1 Measuring intercellular force on hydrophobic parylene-C films 

Cell adhesion is a fundamental property in biological systems, but is difficult to quantify 
using conventional microscopy [6]. To measure adhesive and anti-adhesive forces between 
cells, a useful approach involves manipulating single cells to measure the small forces arising 
between them with high resolution. To measure the intercellular forces between hPSCs, the 
optical trapping force was first calibrated by capturing a video of a single cell attracted to the 
center of a fixed laser beam with a specific intensity; Fig. 2(a) illustrates this trapping force 
calibration. 

Cells were then plated on a hydrophobic parylene-C surface, and the laser spot was placed 
close to an individual cell. When the cell became attracted to the center of the laser, its 
position was recorded by a high-speed camera. The cell in Fig. 2(b) is tracked by a yellow 
box generated by the mean-shift algorithm, while the inset plot in Fig. 2(c) shows its position 
along the direction of motion. The blue curve in Fig. 2(c) is the derived trapping force, 
calculated by the velocity and acceleration parameters extracted from the video data. The 
theoretical trapping force, the red curve in Fig. 2(c), is computed with a computational 
toolbox [31] and fitted to the measured force by linear regression, yielding a determination 
coefficient of 0.85. Five cells were calibrated with a standard error of 5.37%. 

Fig. 2. Optical tweezers reveal anti-adhesive forces between hPSCs. (a) Schematic diagram of 
trapping force calibration: a laser beam of known intensity is placed next to a cell, which 
moves the cell to the center of the beam via optical gradient forces. (b) Images of an 
experiment showing trapping of a cell by the laser: the dark dot approximately centered in each 
image specifies the center of the laser beam, and cell position is tracked by a yellow box 
generated by the mean-shift algorithm. (c) Measured (blue) and theoretical (red) trapping 
forces fitted with a linear regression whose determination coefficient (R-squared value) is 0.85. 
The measured force is computed by Faxen’s law with real-time velocity and acceleration data 
extracted from cell position plotted in the inset. 

The procedure to measure anti-adhesive force is shown in Fig. 3(a). A pair of hPSCs 
expressing negatively charged podocalyxin [6] are placed near each other by the optical 
tweezers, and the force is then measured by centering the laser beam between the two cells. 
The laser trapping force pulls the cells together, while their repelling force prevents them 
from touching due to force balance. Therefore, a visible gap will occur in the equilibrium 
state. In Fig. 3(b), cells are stained with Calcein AM (CAM) dye, which emits green 
fluorescence due to cell metabolism, and a pair of cells are trapped as described in Fig. 3(a). 
The formation of a gap under optical trapping accompanied by an automatic separation after 
turning the laser off demonstrates the existence of a repelling force between the stem cells. A 
1% HEPES buffer solution was added to the culture media during the force measurement to 
maintain a pH-value around 7.2–7.4. The average gap also changes over time as shown in 
Fig. 3(c); there are 58 data points from experiments on four different days, labeled with 
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different colors. The average gap remains constant for the first 40 minutes of the experiments 
and then begins to decrease linearly. Therefore, we use the gap values measured in the first 
30–40 minutes before the observed change in experimental conditions of the cell culture 
media. 

The repulsive forces between hPSCs are characterized and shown in Fig. 3(d). A pair of 
cells under different laser intensities is utilized to identify the relationship between the gap 
and the repelling force. The separation between cells is first measured, and the repulsive 
forces are obtained by the calibrated trapping force discussed earlier. The blue circles in the 
figure are the measured gaps, and the associated forces are computed by the method described 
in Fig. 3(a). The red line is a linear fitting curve with an R-squared value of 0.92. Thus, the 
relationship between gap and force can be approximated as linear in the range of a 0.5  μm – 2 

 μm  gap. The magnitude of the repelling force ranges from 0.3 pN – 3.6 pN, with higher 

forces corresponding to smaller gaps, as expected. The dotted gray lines in the plot signify 
trapping forces arising from different laser intensities. 

The pair of cells will close the gap as the trapping force becomes higher than the repelling 
force. If the two cells become too close, on the other hand, the repelling force becomes 
greater than the trapping force and the cells separate. Therefore, the cells’ equilibrium 
position occurs at the intersection of the repelling-force and trapping-force lines for a given 
laser intensity, and the intersection represents the corresponding gap. Accordingly, the 
second, top x-axis of the figure provides a direct correspondence between the laser intensity 
and the expected gap. As shown in the plot, a higher laser intensity results in a smaller gap 
due to a greater trapping force, which is balanced by a stronger repulsive force in the 
equilibrium condition. For example, the expected gap under a 0.67 2mW / μm  trapping-laser 

intensity is 1.15  μm . The variance of the force measurement is mainly attributed to cell 

asynchronization during culturing, which renders cells in different phases of their cell cycle. 
Therefore, the repelling forces and gaps vary among different pairs of cells as shown in Fig. 
3(e), even though they are members of the same cell line and experiencing the same laser 
intensity. In this characterization of cell interaction distribution, the gaps and repelling forces 
were measured under 0.67 2mW / μm  laser intensity, and the peak of the gap distribution was 

at ~1.05  μm , which matches the linear regression result in Fig. 3(d). Visualization 2 in 

Supplementary Materials shows the visualization of one trapped hPSC pushing the other 
through the repelling force. A gap between the cells can be clearly seen. Visualization 3 
shows two cells held closely together by the trapping laser, and they later repel one another 
after the laser is turned off. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Schematic drawing of the repulsive force measurement where two cells were 
positioned close to each other, and the laser beam was placed in the middle of the two cells. (b) 
The gap between cells with or without laser-induced forces. A pair of CAM-stained cells 
remain separated by a gap when the laser is turned on at the center position between them. 
When the laser is off, the cells repel each other becoming further separated. (c) Average gap 

change over time with a laser intensity of 
2

0.67 mW / μm . The time indicates the start of the 

experiments each day, and the gaps were measured over time. The red line describes a moving 
average filter, and the black dotted line is an extension representing the average value of the 
gap before decreasing. The average gap stays the same during the first 40 minutes and 
decreases afterwards, which indicates the valid period of measurement. (d) Repulsive force 
characterizations. The repulsive force decreases with a wider gap, given a set laser intensity. 
(e) Histograms of gaps and corresponding repulsive forces. The gaps were measured for
multiple pairs of cells in a single experiment on a single day. The histograms show the
resulting distribution of intercellular forces among these pairs of cells. 

3.2 Cellular spatial patterning on oxygen-plasma-treated parylene-C films 

The hydrophilic parylene-C surface after proper oxygen-plasma treatment can support both 
cell manipulation and colony formation. Figure 4(a) illustrates the procedure for patterning 
cells using photonic-crystal optical tweezers followed by cell culturing. The photonic-crystal 
silicon substrate was coated with a 2 μm -thick parylene-C film that underwent oxygen-

plasma treatment for 30 seconds. Cells on the substrate were patterned via optical 
manipulation, and Geltrex (Fisher Scientific) was then mixed into the culture media. Geltrex 
is an extracellular matrix that is necessary for adherent culture of hPSCs. After heating to 37 
°C, cells began to spread out and attach to the surface. Higher hydrophilicity improves cell 
adhesion and requires higher laser intensity that can cause severe photo-damage to the cells, 
whereas a hydrophobic surface cannot support cell attachment and growth. Therefore, proper 
plasma treatment and surface hydrophilicity were explored. 

Cells were cultured on the parylene-C surfaces treated with different plasma powers, and 
Geltrex was added after plating the hPSCs. Figure 4(b) shows the cell culture results for 15 
W, 20 W, 30 W, 45 W, 55 W, and 70 W of plasma power on the first and sixth days of the 
experiment. On the first day of cell culture, all surfaces had cells attached, but the surface that 
underwent a 15 W plasma treatment had no colonies on the sixth day, while the colonies on 
the other surfaces increased with plasma power. The colonies on the 70 W plasma-treated 
surface were almost confluent on the sixth day. To consider the results more quantitatively, 
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the cultured cells were passaged with Accutase on the seventh day and counted by a CASY 
Cell Counter (OMNI Life Science). The average cell density on the glass chips could then be 
calculated, as shown in Fig. 4(b). In general, the average cell density on the parylene films 
increases with higher plasma power due to better surface biocompatibility for cell culture. 
Therefore, higher oxygen-plasma power during treatment provides a better surface to which 
cells can adhere and form colonies, and 20 W was determined as the minimum threshold 
required to culture hPSCs. However, as mentioned, higher plasma powers require higher laser 
intensities to manipulate cells. Optimally, to reduce the photodamage to cells during 
manipulation while simultaneously producing a culture surface, we utilized a 20 W oxygen-
plasma treated parylene-C film in subsequent experiments. 

Figure 4(c) shows two cell-patterning results generated with more than eight cells using 
the photonic-crystal optical tweezers. A 20 W oxygen-plasma-treated parylene film allows 
sufficient time to form stable cell patterns while at the same time allowing manipulation of 
the cells with weak optical forces. Compared with cell manipulation results on conventional 
tissue culture surfaces [32], the treated parylene-C film on the photonic crystals allows 
construction of patterns with more cells. To demonstrate, in Fig. 4(c), an “R” pattern on the 
left and a rotated “ π ” pattern on the right consisting of eight and ten cells were achieved on 
photonic-crystal substrates, respectively. All of these cells adhered to the surface after adding 
Geltrex at 37 °C. As shown in Fig. 4(d), cells were initially patterned into the shape of a key 
on the photonic crystal, and after 35 minutes of incubation at 37 °C, some cells began to 
spread out on the parylene-C film, which indicated cell attachment to the surface. Firm cell-
surface attachment allows movement of the Petri dish to an incubator without destroying the 
patterns before continuing cell culture. During the 35 minutes of incubation, cells may also 
migrate to other locations before spreading out. For example, in the right image of Fig. 4(d), 
the cell serving as the tooth of the key does not spread out until moving off the photonic 
crystal region. 

Fig. 4. Cellular spatial patterning at the single-cell level. (a) Schematic drawing of the 
patterning process. Randomly plated cells were first patterned by photonic-crystal optical 
tweezers before adding Geltrex to the solution. Cells began to attach to the parylene-C film 
after heating up to 37 °C. (b) Cell average density on glass slides coated with various oxygen-
plasma treated parylene-C films. (c) Cellular patterning using photonic-crystal optical 
tweezers. The photonic crystal substrate was coated with a parylene-C film that underwent 20 
W of plasma treatment. An “R” pattern (left) and “ π ” pattern (right) were constructed on the
photonic-crystal platforms. (d) A key shaped pattern of stem cells on a photonic crystal coated 
with parylene-C after a 20 W plasma treatment. The left bottom corner shows a schematic 
picture of the key pattern. Cells began to spread out and attach to the surface after 35 minutes 
of heating at 37 °C. The cell that is the tooth of the key does not attach until migrating to the 
key’s bottom. 
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4. Conclusion

In this work, we demonstrate a novel optical tweezers method for characterizing interaction 
forces and successfully forming colonies of arbitrarily patterned hPSCs. This approach 
utilizes optical-beam modulation through photonic crystals integrated with parylene-C films 
that provide the optimal tissue culture surface for various cell manipulation applications. We 
experimentally verified and characterized an anti-adhesive intercellular force between single 
hPSCs on the hydrophobic parylene-C surface. This method has been applied to studying 
podocalyxin as a possible mechanism for anti-adhesion behavior among hPSCs, which is 
critical in proper junctional organization in kidneys [6]. We also demonstrated that this 
method can enable culturing of patterned hPSCs after optical manipulation by using parylene-
C surfaces treated with the appropriate oxygen-plasma power. This optimal power was 
explored, and the method achieved both cell culturing and cell manipulation with low laser 
intensity. 
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